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THE GAUGE: LINEAR TV CONTINUES ITS DECLINE
  In February — typically a slower-moving month for TV 
consumption — total time watching TV for persons 2 years 
of age and up fell 5.1% compared to January, according to 
Nielsen’s The Gauge measure.
  Still, while other major categories fell, streaming platforms 
continued to pace upwards, adding 1.5 percentage points 
from January to a leading 34.3% share of time spent viewing. 
That’s another record for the digital video format.
  Tubi, the free, ad-supported streamer, was added to The 
Gauge as a separate streaming platform in the month, coming 
in with a 1% share. It tops competitor Pluto TV’s 0.7%. Pluto 
TV was added to The Gauge in September 2022.
  YouTube (excluding YouTube TV) was at a 7.9% share — 
the largest among all streaming platforms, Nielsen.
  Broadcast dipped 9.2% from the previous month to a 23.8% 
share as a result of the NFL season ending in the previous 
month (except for the Super Bowl).
  Cable TV viewing dropped 5.7% vs. January, to a 30.2% 
share. Like broadcast, cable suffered due to lower sports 
viewing, down 34% in February.
   Year-over-year vs. February 2022, broadcast 
viewing time was down 8%, while cable TV 
dropped 14.1%. Streaming was 20% higher 
vs. a 28.7% share in February 2022.
  To more accurately reflect consumer viewing, 
beginning with the February 2023 period, The 
Gauge said the viewing that occurs through 
streaming apps via MVPD and vMVPD will no 
longer be credited to the streaming category, Nielsen notes.
  “Removing MVPD/vMVPD [including YouTube TV, Hulu 
Live, DirecTV, Charter/Spectrum] viewing from streaming 
ensures that it is not counted twice, therefore providing 
a more accurate representation of what audiences are 
watching,” Nielsen said.
•  NBC’s original hospital-themed drama New Amsterdam 
was the most-viewed streamed program in February, with 4.6 
billion viewing minutes across Netflix and NBCUniversal-
owned Peacock, according to Nielsen.
  Netflix in January began streaming Seasons 1 and 2 of 
the show, co-starring Ryan Eggold, Freema Agyeman and 
Janet Montgomery. In February, the 
streamer announced it would begin 
offering Seasons 3 and 4 as well.
  HBO Max’s The Last of Us was 
the second most-viewed program 
in February, with 4.4 billion viewing 
minutes.
  The arrival of a new season of You 
on Netflix generated the third-highest 
viewing minutes at 4.2 billion, but 
overall usage on the platform was down 
6.7% to 7.3% overall market share 
from 7.5% market share in January 
and December 2022, respectively.

NIELSEN: STREAMING CLAIMS 34% SHARE IN FEBRUARY
ADVERTISER NEWS
  T-Mobile plans to acquire Ka’ena Corporation and its 
subsidiaries, including Mint Mobile, in a deal valued up to 
$1.35 billion. Mint Mobile has gained popularity in recent 
years by positioning itself as a cheaper alternative to other 
wireless plans. The company’s commercials star Ryan 
Reynolds, who holds an ownership stake in the business. 
Reynolds will continue as the brand’s spokesperson after 
the deal with T-Mobile closes... A ruptured hose can cause 
a significant brake fluid leak in approximately 1.28 million 
Ford Fusion and Lincoln MKZ vehicles stretching several 
model years, according to a recall report posted by the U.S. 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Ford 
said the recalled vehicles have front brake jounce hoses 
that can rupture prematurely and cause the brake fluid to 
leak substantially over time... Dollar General missed Wall 
Street estimates for Q4 results as the retailer struggled 
with surging costs and a decline in customer traffic at its 
stores. The discount store chain said despite a “modest 
decrease in customer traffic,” it saw an increase in average 
transaction amount. The company reiterated its full-year 

same-store sales and profit forecasts made 
in February. Dollar General, like rival Dollar 
Tree, has seen a slowdown in demand for 
higher-margin discretionary products such 
as houseware and apparel in favor of more 
need-based consumable goods as inflation 
remains high... Snack brands Pringles and 
Cheez-Its will operate under Kellanova, 

the new name of Kellogg’s snack division. The consumer 
packaged goods giant plans to split its businesses into 
separate and independent operations… Amazon is offering 
Prime members in Newark, N.J., and Burbank, Calif., two-
hour delivery of personal care and grocery products from Rite 
Aid. The e-commerce giant also delivers goods from Save 
Mart, Bristol Farms, Bartell Drugs and Pet Food Express 
to customers in select markets... Neiman Marcus Group 
reported a 3% increase in sales in the latest quarter vs. the 
year-ago period, driven by strength in women’s apparel and
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INSURANCE: GEICO LEADS BIG AD SPEND DROP
  Just weeks after pulling its massive media account from 
long-time agency Horizon Media, new data reveals that 
GEICO has become a lot less massive as an insurance 
category advertiser.
  New data released this week by S&P Global Market 
Intelligence reveals that GEICO slashed its ad spending 
38% last year — to $1.28 billion in 2022 from $2.07 billion 
in 2021 — the steepest drop in the category in which all the 
major brands declined, according to S&P Global Markets 
analysis:
•  Progressive’s property and 
casualty subsidiaries logged $1.73 
billion in advertising expenses in 2022, 
representing a 7.6% decline from the 
$1.87 billion it reported in 2021.
•  Allstate’s total ad spend fell below 
$1 billion in 2022, after surpassing that 
figure during the previous two years. 
The insurer spent roughly $950 million in 
advertising during the most recent year, 
a decrease of 26.9% from the prior year.
•  State Farm Mutual Automobile 
Insurance and its affiliates spent roughly $1.01 billion on 
advertising in 2022, down from $1.07 billion in 2021 and off 
the five-year peak of $1.21 billion in 2019.

THIS AND THAT
  Comscore said it has launched a new division, Proximic 
by Comscore, dedicated to programmatic targeting. 
Previously known as Comscore’s activation team, the 
new unit’s capabilities can be accessed by clients through 
Basis Technologies, LiveRamp, SXM Media’s AdWizz, 
Xandr’s Invest DSP and Yahoo. Comscore acquired 
Proximic in 2015. The company specialized in contextual 
and targeting, adding predictive audiences to help reach 
consumers at scale through programmatic channels. 
Additional capabilities, including custom audiences based 
on TV viewership or website visits, have also been built in... 
Karamo Brown’s syndicated talk show Karamo has been 
renewed for Season 2. To date, Karamo is sold in 85% of 
the U.S. and appears on station groups including Nexstar, 
Weigel, Tegna, Sunbeam, Hearst, Sinclair, Capitol, 
Block, CW Plus, Mission Broadcasting and more.

NORTH AMERICAN EV PRODUCTION CATCHING UP
  Electric vehicle production in North America is finally 
creeping up on EV demand, as industry incumbents like 
Volkswagen flex their manufacturing muscles.
  While newcomers such Lucid and Rivian are hustling 
to catch up to Tesla (and to their own targets), the old 
guard is closing the production gap with the longtime EV 
frontrunner. 
  In December 2022, the latest month for which figures 
are available, fully electric vehicles accounted for 7% of 
North America car production, according to Bloomberg 
Intelligence. That’s an increase from 4.7% in December 
2021 and up from 4% for the first half of 2022. 
  Indeed, while American EV demand remains hard to pin 
down, it is likely far higher than supply. Some 26% of U.S. 
drivers say they intend to buy an electric vehicle, according 
to the American Automobile Association.
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FunnyTweeter.com

My wife and I decided to 
have a no-phones dinner 

date and now we can’t 
look at the menu.

AVAILS
  WLBT-TV in Jackson, Miss., is looking for a highly qualified 
candidate to be the next Local Sales Manager to lead a 
team of 7 salespeople in the highly 
dynamic world of broadcast and 
digital sales. Must have a proven 
track record of growing market share, 
building successful client partnerships, coaching, and training 
a local team and staying. Minimum of 3 years of experience 
in managing a sales team, strategic planning, and a track 
record of growing revenue. Please apply HERE. EOE.

  FOX 5 Atlanta is seeking a motivating 
Local Sales Manager. The Local Sales 
Manager manages local sales activities 
of the organization for linear, digital and 
OTT advertising, and is responsible for 
the supervision of the sales staff at the 
local level. A Bachelor’s degree from 
a four-year university or college in a 
related field preferred. Five years of 
experience with Local and/or National 
sales experience required. Two years of 
supervisor experience. CLICK HERE for 

more details or to apply now. EOE.
  WRAL and FOX50-TV have an opening for an Account 
Manager. We’re searching for an energetic and extremely 
motivated multi-platform sales 
professional. Candidate must possess 
strong presentation and communication 
skills and the ability to work with 
advertising agencies, grow market share, 
and close new business and digital. The Account Manager 
will sell television time and digital/OTT/new media for WRAL 
and FOX50, and all digital platforms including WRAL.
com. Generate revenue with new accounts by prospecting 
businesses. CLICK HERE for full details and to apply now. 
EOE. E-verify.
  KCCI, the Hearst CBS affiliate in Des Moines, Iowa, 
seeks a Maintenance Technician. This position will help 
support KCCI’s technical operations, 
including both its on-air and digital 
platforms. A strong IT background and 
understanding is required, including a 
detailed knowledge of the latest IT-based broadcast television 
systems. This support extends to the news gathering and 
broadcast, VHF transmitters, DSNG, live streaming, weather 
systems and more. Once every four years our efforts include 
award-winning political coverage surrounding the Iowa 
Caucuses and general election. Join our team for the 2024 
Election Experience!  CLICK HERE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

JOBLESS CLAIMS FALL IN TIGHT LABOR MARKET
  Applications for unemployment benefits fell last week, 
showing the U.S. labor market remains strong as other signs 
point to a cooling economy.
  Initial jobless claims, a proxy for layoffs, decreased by 
20,000 to a seasonally adjusted 192,000 last week, the 
Labor Department said yesterday. Claims the prior week 
had increased by 22,000, revised data show.
  The four-week moving average fell slightly to 196,500.
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STUDY: HOME CHARGING SATISFACTION FALLS
  Electric vehicle owners’ satisfaction with the home 
charging experience declined last year because of high 
costs of charging, slow charging speed and limited charging 
education, J.D. Power said yesterday.
  More than two-thirds of EV owners use a mounted Level 2 
home charger, and their satisfaction with charging declined 
12 points last year to 740 on a 1,000-point scale, according to 
J.D. Power’s latest U.S. Electric Vehicle Experience Home 
Charging Study, now in its third year. EV owners who use 
a Level 1 or portable Level 2 charger also reported a decline 

in satisfaction.
  A positive home charging experience 
is critical to EV satisfaction and adoption 
because 85% of regular EV charging is 
done at home, according to J.D. Power.
  The study, in collaboration with 
PlugShare, measures satisfaction with 
the home charging experience for battery-
electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. 
Nearly 14,000 owners of 2017-23 model 
year EVs and plug-in hybrids participated 
in the study, fielded from December 2022 

to February 2023.

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
spending by the luxury retailer’s most loyal shoppers. Shoes, 
handbags and men’s apparel were also strong categories... 
A more than half-century-old mall in the Dayton metro area is 
growing with valuable new tenants. The latest is Ross Dress 
for Less, which has signed a lease for a portion of what was 
a Stein Mart store in the Town & Country Shopping Center 
in Kettering, Ohio. It will be its 23rd location in Ohio... Five 
Below is not backing down from its aggressive expansion. 
The tween and teen discount retailer plans to open a record 
200 new stores and convert 400 existing locations to its 
new Five Beyond format, which contains an in-store shop 
featuring items priced at $6 and above. On the company’s 
latest earnings call, executives noted there hasn’t been any 
pushback to the higher-priced items.
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AdImpact outlook

Total ad spending across 
all national, state and local 
elections came in at $8.94 
billion — 7.5% less than 
forecast in August 2022.

2022 POLITICAL AD SPEND REVISED DOWN 7.5%
  The final count is in, and ad spending for the U.S. 2022 
elections came in 7.5% lower than originally forecast, 
according to final estimates 
from competitive ad 
intelligence firm AdImpact.
  Total ad spending by 
candidates and other advertisers across all national, state 
and local elections came in at $8.94 billion — 7.5% less than 
the $9.67 billion that AdImpact originally forecast in August 
2022.
  With the exception of so-called down-
ballot campaigns in local markets, for 
all other categories — House, Governor 
and Senate — races came in below 
expectations.
  “We have spent the last several 
months analyzing what occurred to 
draw conclusions that can inform 
future projections and increase our 
understanding,” AdImpact acknowledges 
in its new report, adding: “While perfect 
projections are unattainable, we believe 
that through careful analysis of the data we can guide future 
iterations to be more accurate.”
  The biggest media beneficiaries of the revised estimates 
are radio and cable TV, while broadcast, CTV and digital 
were all taken down in total volume and share of spending.

YOUTUBE TV HIKES PRICE 12% TO $73 PER MONTH
  YouTube TV is getting pricier, as Google has raised the 
monthly subscription fee of the service by $8 — an increase 
of 12.3%.
  In a notice to customers, YouTube TV said, “As content 
costs have risen and we continue to invest in our quality of 
service, we’ll be adjusting our monthly cost, after 3 years, 
from $64.99/mo to $72.99/mo, in order to bring you the best 
possible TV service.”
  New subscribers to YouTube TV began seeing the higher 
price effective yesterday, and existing members will see the 
price hike on their first monthly bill on or after April 18.
  The price hike comes after YouTube TV dropped MLB 
Network from its lineup when the streamer’s previous deal 
with Major League Baseball expired Jan. 31, 2023 — and 
the two sides failed to reach a new agreement.

STUDY: DATA BREACHES UP 83% FROM 2020-22
  Digital fraud is on the rise at steep rates. According to 
the 2023 State of the Omnichannel Fraud Report from 
consumer credit reporting agency TransUnion, 4.6% of all 
customers’ digital transactions globally were suspected to 
be fraudulent. This percentage is in line with rates found in 
2019.
  However, because the number of transactions conducted 
digitally has substantially risen in the last few years, the total 
volume of suspected digital fraud attempts has increased 
dramatically.
  Globally, TransUnion data indicates digital fraud attempts 
have increased by 80% from 2019 to 2022, while rising 122% 
for digital transactions originating in the U.S. during that time.
  The gaming and retail industries saw the highest rate of 
suspected digital fraud at 7.5% and 7.2%, respectively.

WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


